Introduction {#sec1}
============

Organophosphorus (OP) compounds are used as pesticides, insecticides, and chemical nerve agents such as sarin (GB), tabun (GA), soman (GD), and VX (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). OP compounds inhibit acetylcholinesterase (AChE) by forming a covalent adduct with an active site serine residue, leading to overstimulation of the nervous system and subsequently to respiratory failure and death. Chemical rescue of AChE can be accomplished by administering oximes^[@ref1],[@ref2]^ or other "reactivators",^[@ref3]^ but this approach has shown only limited efficacy. Moreover, covalent adducts of AChE undergo spontaneous dealkylation, or "aging", which renders adduct formation irreversible.^[@ref4],[@ref5]^ Therefore, there is great interest in developing new approaches for protection against OP compounds.^[@ref6]^ An important detoxification strategy involves using enzymes as catalytic bioscavengers to degrade OP compounds before they can reach AChE.^[@ref7],[@ref8]^

![Structural diagrams of selected nerve agents. An asterisk denotes a chiral center.](jp-2013-10422c_0001){#fig1}

Many enzymes are known to display low-level hydrolase activity toward OP compounds and several have been investigated as potential catalytic bioscavengers.^[@ref8]^ Substantial effort has been directed toward improving the catalytic activity and enantioselectivity of bioscavengers toward OP nerve agents through rational design and directed evolution approaches. Notable examples include organophosphorus hydrolase (OPH), also called phosphotriesterase (PTE),^[@ref9][@ref10],[@ref11]^ from the soil bacterium *Brevundimonas diminuta*, human serum paraoxonase (PON1),^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ and diisopropyl fluorophosphatase (DFPase) from the European squid, *Loligo vulgaris*.^[@ref14],[@ref15]^ Wild-type PON1 and DFPase exhibit a preference for the less toxic (*R*)-enantiomers of G-type nerve agents.

To design improved variants of OP hydrolases, it is beneficial to understand the biochemical mechanisms^[@ref11]^ of these enzymes with various substrates. Several aspects of the mechanism of DFP hydrolysis by DFPase have been determined experimentally. For example, the pH--rate profile for the reaction revealed that a protein residue with an apparent p*K*~a~ of ∼6.8 must be deprotonated for maximal catalytic activity.^[@ref16]^ The experimentally measured *k*~cat~ for the hydrolysis of DFP by wild-type DFPase is 211 ± 9 s^--1^.^[@ref15]^ On the basis of mutagenesis studies, active site residue His287 was shown not to play a major role in catalysis and is not essential for activity.^[@ref17]^ Single- and multiple-turnover reactions in H~2~^18^O demonstrated that a carboxylate oxygen from Asp229 is incorporated into the DFP hydrolysis product, diisopropylphosphate,^[@ref14]^ establishing that a covalent phosphoenzyme intermediate is formed between Asp229 and DFP (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A water molecule is then presumed to attack the phosphoacyl enzyme intermediate (Cγ of Asp229) to liberate diisopropylphosphate and to complete the catalytic cycle. Brønsted analysis of PON1 with analogues of paraoxon revealed a β~LG~ value of −1.6 for leaving groups with p*K*~a~'s \> 7, suggesting that the transition state is very late and leaving group dissociation is fully rate limiting.^[@ref18]^

![(Left) Proposed mechanism for phosphoenzyme intermediate formation involving Asp229 as the nucleophile. (i) Asp229 attacks the phosphorus center of DFP to form a pentavalent intermediate and (ii) the P--F bond dissociates to form a tetrahedral phosphoenzyme intermediate. Hydrolysis of the phosphoenzyme intermediate is not shown. (Right) Proposed mechanism for hydrolysis involving an activated water as the nucleophile. (i) Asp229 abstracts a proton from a water molecule either stepwise or in concert as (ii) water attacks the phosphorus center, (iii) Glu21 abstracts a proton either stepwise or in concert as (4) water forms a bond with phosphorus, and (iv) the P--F bond dissociates.](jp-2013-10422c_0002){#fig2}

Several high-resolution X-ray crystal structures^[@ref14],[@ref19],[@ref20]^ and one joint X-ray/neutron (X/N) diffraction structure of DFPase^[@ref21]^ provide insight into the possible binding modes of OP substrates and protonation states of key residues and also enable simulation of substrate binding and catalysis. DFPase exhibits many structural similarities to PON1. Although the amino acid sequences of DFPase and PON1 display significant divergence,^[@ref22]^ each has a six-bladed β-propeller fold with two Ca^2+^ metal ions: one required for catalysis and the other, located in the central water tunnel, providing structural integrity.^[@ref21],[@ref23],[@ref24]^ The first β-strand of each blade contributes at least one residue to the active site (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), although they are not all coordinated to the catalytic Ca^2+^. Notable examples are Ala74/His115 and Ser271/Thr332 (DFPase/PON1). The X/N structure of DFPase crystallized at pH 6.5 revealed that all active site residues are in their canonical protonation states and that two neutral water molecules, as opposed to hydroxides, are coordinated to the catalytic Ca^2+^. Thus, modeling the nucleophilic attack by Asp229 on OP compounds does not require examination of any Asp229 activation steps by Ser271, although this step has also been proposed as part of the mechanism for DFPase.^[@ref25]^ A recent report of a high-resolution X-ray structure of DFPase determined at 0.85 Å resolution suggests that a third water molecule, bound to the catalytic Ca^2+^, shares a proton with Asp229.^[@ref26]^ The authors proposed that this water molecule is partially activated and may play a role in enzyme regeneration.

![Structural depiction of DFPase showing each blade of the six-bladed β-propeller fold with the active site residue from each blade shown in the CPK representation. Black spheres represent the catalytic (foreground) and structural (background) Ca^2+^ ions.](jp-2013-10422c_0003){#fig3}

Various aspects of DFPase-catalyzed OP hydrolysis mechanisms remain to be determined conclusively. For example, it is not known whether nucleophilic attack on the substrate involves a one-step A~*n*~D~*n*~-like transition or proceeds through a trigonal bipyramidal/pentavalent intermediate (A~*n*~ + D~*n*~).^[@ref27],[@ref28]^ Moreover, the roles of intermolecular interactions in the active site that facilitate elimination of the fluoride leaving group have not been investigated. Another question concerns how a water molecule is activated for attack on the tetrahedral phosphoacyl enzyme intermediate. It is also not known whether the hydrolysis of all OP compounds share the same mechanism. Answers to these questions would be useful in interpreting DFPase and PON1 engineering studies and may help to guide rational enzyme design efforts.

Here, we perform quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical^[@ref29]−[@ref31]^ (QM/MM) umbrella sampling simulations with density functional theory to investigate and compare the mechanisms of DFP and (*S*)-sarin hydrolysis by DFPase. We then analyze the underlying energetics of nucleophilic attack by a carboxylate nucleophile on both substrates and characterize important differences between them. Lastly, we discuss the implications of our findings for designing improved nerve agent bioscavengers.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

System Preparation {#sec2.1}
------------------

Although the substrates diisopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP) and isopropyl methylphosphonofluoridate (sarin) were included in the QM subsystem during the QM/MM simulations, we performed initial system equilibration steps with classical MM MD. Thus, we generated CHARMM force field parameters for DFP and sarin by analogy to existing parameters and made appropriate modifications. The ParamChem web server ([www.paramchem.org](www.paramchem.org))^[@ref32],[@ref33]^ was used to generate initial topology and parameter sets for diisopropylphosphate and isopropyl methylphosphonate, which were then modified for use with DFP and sarin. Equilibrium bond lengths and angles were obtained from B3LYP/6-31+G(d) geometry optimizations, and charges were obtained from Mulliken population analysis with ORCA.^[@ref34]^ Parameter sets for DFP and sarin are provided in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}.

Atomic coordinates for the simulations were obtained from the 1.73 Å resolution X-ray cocrystal structure of DFPase from *L. vulgaris* with the DFP analogue dicyclopentyl phosphoramidate (DcPPA) (PDB entry 2GVV).^[@ref15]^ Protonation states were assigned on the basis of a joint X-ray/neutron diffraction structure of *apo* DFPase (PDB entry 3BYC),^[@ref21]^ which revealed that all protein side chains are in their standard pH 7 ionization states. Two systems were simulated: one with DFP as the substrate and the other with (*S*)-sarin. DcPPA was modified to generate DFP by replacing the amidate group with fluoride and the two O-cyclopentyl groups with O-isopropyls. Because DcPPA binds in an unreactive orientation and because it is well-established that the substrate must be aligned for in-line attack on phosphorus^[@ref28]^ by Asp229, the bound substrate models were rotated ∼120° clockwise about the Ca^2+^-coordinating O--P bond ([Supporting Information, Figures S1 and S2](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). This modification produced a reactive orientation while also preserving Ca^2+^ coordination to the substrate. The Michaelis complex of DFPase with (*S*)-sarin was constructed by replacing the appropriate *O*-isopropyl of DFP with a methyl group.

Most of the model construction was performed with CHARMM, version c36b2.^[@ref35]^ Crystallographic water molecules were retained, and each system was fully solvated in an orthorhombic box of water molecules with a minimum distance of 11 Å from the protein to the nearest face of the box. Five Na^+^ cations were added with the Autoionize plugin of VMD^[@ref36]^ to neutralize the charge of each system. Both systems contained ∼40 000 atoms. The CHARMM27 force field^[@ref37]^ with CMAP corrections^[@ref38]^ and the TIP3P water model^[@ref39]^ were used to describe the protein and solvent, respectively. One thousand steps of energy minimization were performed using the steepest descent algorithm. Periodic boundary conditions were applied, and the particle mesh Ewald method^[@ref40]^ (∼1 grid point Å^--3^) was used to describe long-range electrostatic effects. The SHAKE algorithm^[@ref41]^ was used to constrain all bonds to hydrogen, enabling the use of a 2 fs time step. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were initiated by heating the systems to 300 K over 30 ps and rescaling the velocities every 1000 steps. A 5.0 kcal mol^--1^ Å^--2^ harmonic restraint potential was imposed on all protein and substrate heavy atoms during the heating stages. Lastly, 0.5 ns MD simulations were performed in an NVT ensemble to equilibrate each system and to obtain initial configurations for QM/MM simulations. A 1.0 kcal mol^--1^ Å^--2^ harmonic restraint potential was imposed on all protein and substrate heavy atoms during this equilibration stage.

Hybrid QM/MM Simulations {#sec2.2}
------------------------

Hybrid QM/MM simulations were performed with pDynamo^[@ref42]^ interfaced with ORCA.^[@ref34]^ Representative structures were extracted near the end of the classical MD simulations and used as initial configurations. All water molecules with an oxygen atom greater than 30 Å from the phosphorus atom of the substrate were deleted to create a spherical boundary model of the system, a common approach that has been shown to yield good accuracy in investigations of enzymatic reactions.^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ Essentially the entire enzyme was contained within the 30 Å solvent sphere. The QM region included the DFP or (*S*)-sarin substrate, the side chains of Glu21, Asn120, Asn175, Asp229, Ser271, and Asn272, the catalytic Ca^2+^, and two crystallographic water molecules coordinated to Ca^2+^. Hydrogen link atoms were used to describe the QM/MM boundary, and these were automatically placed 1.0 Å away from Cβ along the Cα--Cβ bond axis for side chains in the QM region by pDynamo. The full QM regions contained 82 and 75 atoms for DFP and (*S*)-sarin, respectively. The side chain of Asp121 was also included in the QM region during the umbrella sampling (US) simulations of the hydrolysis of the phosphoenzyme intermediate with DFP substrate, for a total of 88 QM atoms. All water molecules and protein residues containing an atom greater than 20 Å from the phosphorus atom of the substrate were held fixed. For the US simulations, the QM region was described with the gradient-corrected BP86 functional^[@ref45]−[@ref47]^ with an Ahlrichs split-valence basis set augmented with polarization and Pople diffuse functions on all N, O, F, and P atoms.^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ The resolution-of-the-identity approximation with the SVP/J auxiliary basis set^[@ref50]^ was used to reduce the computational cost of integral evaluation. In addition, Grimme atom-pairwise empirical dispersion corrections (i.e., D3)^[@ref51],[@ref52]^ were included. Hereafter, we refer to the combination of this DFT approach and the CHARMM molecular mechanics potential as DFT/MM.

Umbrella Sampling {#sec2.3}
-----------------

Initial structures for the US simulations were obtained by performing a series of constrained geometry optimizations along a reaction coordinate defined as the mass-weighted distance difference between Oδ(Asp229)--P and P--F (referred to hereafter as the A~*n*~D~*n*~ reaction coordinate). The US simulations were divided into 48 windows, with each having a harmonic restraint potential of 475 kcal mol^--1^ Å^--2^. A 25 ps equilibration (1 fs time step) was first performed for each window with the semiempirical PM6^[@ref53]^/MM hybrid potential. Each window was then further equilibrated with the DFT/MM potential for 3 ps, during which time the velocities were scaled every 100 steps until a temperature of 300 K was reached. Each window was then sampled for 20 ps in an NVT ensemble, and the reaction coordinate value was recorded at every time step. Free energy profiles were reconstructed with the weighted histogram analysis method (WHAM),^[@ref54]^ as implemented in the program WHAM, version 2.0.9.^[@ref55]^ Statistical uncertainties were estimated by performing bootstrapping analysis with 50 Monte Carlo trials.

Initial geometries for US simulations of the hydrolysis of the DFP phosphoenzyme intermediate, in which an activated water attacks Cγ of Asp229, were obtained from DFT/MM potential energy scans (see below) in which a hydroxide was formed by transferring a proton from a water molecule to Asp121. This water molecule is coordinated to the catalytic Ca^2+^ and is in close proximity to Asp121 in the joint X-ray/neutron structure (PDB entry 3BYC).^[@ref23]^ The reaction coordinate for these US simulations was defined as the distance difference between Cβ(Asp229)--Oδ(Asp229) and O~hydroxide~--Cβ(Asp229), and 21 US windows were used to construct the potential of mean force. The fluoride anion was removed from the tetrahedral phosphoenzyme model for the simulations of subsequent hydrolysis steps.

Potential Energy Scans {#sec2.4}
----------------------

DFT/MM potential energy (PE) scans were performed to characterize proton transfer energetics in the tetrahedral phosphoenzyme intermediate. The reaction coordinate was defined as the distance difference between O~water~--H and Oδ(Asp121)--H. Gas-phase geometry optimizations were performed for acetate--DFP and acetate--(*S*)-sarin complexes, representative of pentavalent Asp229--substrate complexes, with the BP86,^[@ref45]−[@ref47]^*m*PWPW91,^[@ref56]^*m*PW1PW91,^[@ref56]^ and B3LYP^[@ref57]−[@ref60]^ functionals and the 6-31+G(d) basis set with ORCA.^[@ref34]^ Vibrational frequency analyses confirmed that the resulting structures were true minima. Relaxed potential energy scans were then carried out by varying the acetate-O--P(DFP/sarin) distance from 1.85 to 3.05 Å.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Nucleophilic Attack of DFP by Asp229 {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------

After classical MD equilibration and subsequent QM/MM optimization of preliminary minimum energy paths obtained with the reaction coordinate driving method, DFT/MM US simulations were carried out to determine free energy profiles for each step of the reaction. The simulations indicate that the reaction proceeds by a two-step addition--elimination (A~*n*~ + D~*n*~) mechanism, passing through a pentavalent intermediate common in phosphoryl transfer reactions (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).^[@ref28]^ A shallow free energy basin is present for the Michaelis complex (reaction coordinate ∼ −0.8 Å, see the [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"} section). In the Michaelis complex, the phosphoryl oxygen of DFP and the catalytic Ca^2+^ are in close contact (∼2.6 Å) and remain in similar proximity throughout all US simulations. The *pro-SO*-isopropyl group of DFP forms contacts with a DFPase surface comprising the side chain of Arg146 and the hydrophobic side chains of Met148, Phe173, and Thr195, whereas the opposite face of this group is exposed to solvent. The *pro-RO*-isopropyl group of DFP forms contacts with Glu21, Trp244, Ser271, and His287. The *pro-R* group has less contact with water because of shielding by the other *O*-isopropyl group. The fluorine of DFP is hydrogen-bonded to one water molecule and lacks any direct interactions with the enzyme in the Michaelis complex.

![(A) DFT/MM US free energy profile for the A~*n*~ + D~*n*~ reaction of DFPase with DFP substrate. The reaction coordinate is defined as the mass-weighted distance difference between Oδ(Asp229)--P and P--F and progresses from the Michaelis complex though the first transition state (TS-1) to the pentavalent phosphoenzyme intermediate and then through the second transition state (TS-2) to the tetrahedral phosphoenzyme intermediate at a reaction coordinate value beyond 1.4. Statistical errors range from 0.01 kcal mol^--1^ near the Michaelis complex to 0.05 kcal mol^--1^ near the tetrahedral phosphoenzyme intermediate. (B) Representative snapshot of the Michaelis complex. (C) Representative snapshot of the pentavalent phosphoenzyme intermediate. (D) Representative snapshot of the rate-limiting transition state in which fluoride dissociates from the pentavalent intermediate. Note that Ca^2+^-coordinating residues Asn120 and Asn175 are omitted in panels B--D for clarity.](jp-2013-10422c_0004){#fig4}

The computed free energy barrier for the nucleophilic addition step to form a metastable pentavalent species is 8.5 kcal mol^--1^, and this step is endergonic by 6.7 kcal mol^--1^ (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). At TS-I, an additional water--F(DFP) hydrogen bond is formed that is not present earlier in the reaction. This water molecule is only weakly associated with the catalytic Ca^2+^, with an average oxygen--Ca^2+^ distance of 3.75 Å (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), but forms a hydrogen bond with the side chain of Asn120. The pentavalent intermediate differs from TS-1 primarily in that the water molecule that was weakly coordinated to Ca^2+^ and hydrogen-bonded to the fluorine of DFP is now more strongly coordinated to Ca^2+^, with an average oxygen--Ca^2+^ distance of 2.25 Å. A hydrogen bond between one of the amide hydrogens of the Asn175 side chain and the phosphoryl oxygen of the substrate also forms and remains intact for the remainder of the simulations.

The free energy barrier for the fluoride elimination step relative to the pentavalent intermediate with DFP substrate was computed to be 7.5 kcal mol^--1^, yielding an overall free energy barrier of 14.2 kcal mol^--1^. Fluoride elimination was found to proceed through a late transition state (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), in agreement with a Brønsted analysis of PON1 with paraoxon analogues as substrates.^[@ref18]^ At the transition state, with P--F separations averaging ∼2.3 Å, these two centers are not yet solvent-separated and maintain a direct path for recombination. The transition-state structures for fluoride elimination reveal an additional water molecule interacting with the departing fluoride. Asn120 has switched from hydrogen bonding to fluorine through a water molecule to a direct hydrogen bond, which is retained for the rest of the simulations up through the formation of the tetrahedral phosphoenzyme species. To clarify further, the fluorine of DFP has four hydrogen-bonding partners at TS-2, with three water molecules and the side chain of Asn120 all serving as donors. The underlying physical basis of this late transition state stems partly from the requirement of the departing fluoride leaving group to reach a favorable solvation environment for the free energy to reach a minimum. It is also worth noting that the water molecules partially solvating the nascent fluoride at TS-2 are adjacent to hydrophobic surfaces.

As a result, the overall reaction free energy for the reaction is less certain. Even when the A~*n*~D~*n*~ reaction coordinate corresponded to the tetrahedral phosphoacyl enzyme intermediate (i.e., with an average P--F distance of ∼4 Å), no free energy minimum was found for the range of reaction coordinate values considered (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). A reaction occurring at or near the solvent-exposed surface of an enzyme with a product or leaving group approaching bulk solvent would not be expected to show a free energy minimum for the product state until that species is completely solvated, as has been shown in similar studies.^[@ref61]^ In addition, whether a free energy minimum is located at larger P--F separations is of minimal concern here because the aim of our study is to identify the factors that contribute to the overall free energy barrier. Thus, our conclusions are not affected by neglecting to identify a free energy minimum for this step.

Hydrolysis of the Phosphoenzyme Intermediate {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------------

The last step of the catalytic cycle for OP hydrolysis by DFPase has not been characterized conclusively by experiments because it is not rate limiting. Nevertheless, DFT/MM simulations suggest a possible mechanism in which a water molecule coordinated to Ca^2+^ performs a nucleophilic attack on the tetrahedral intermediate. In the joint X-ray/neutron structure of DFPase^[@ref21]^ and in the present simulations, a water molecule is coordinated to the catalytic Ca^2+^ and is also hydrogen-bonded to the side chain of Asp121. DFT/MM PE scans indicate that in both the Michaelis complex and in the pentavalent intermediate, this water molecule and Asp121 are in strong hydrogen-bonding contact (hydrogen-acceptor distance = 1.49 Å, donor--hydrogen-acceptor angle = 172°) in the minimum energy structures ([Supporting Information, Figure S4](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). This geometry is consistent with the assignment of two protons on this water molecule from neutron diffraction.^[@ref21]^

One of the main differences between the Michaelis complex, the pentavalent phosphoenzyme intermediate, and the tetrahedral phosphoacyl enzyme intermediate is in the coordination to the catalytic Ca^2+^ ion. Progressing from the Michaelis complex to the pentavalent intermediate, the oxygens of Asn120, the phosphoryl oxygen of DFP, and the water molecule that is hydrogen-bonded to Asp121 move closer to the catalytic Ca^2+^, whereas the other side chains move further away. In the phosphoacyl enzyme intermediate, coordination of protein side chains to the catalytic Ca^2+^ becomes much "looser" than in the Michaelis complex. In the phosphoacyl enzyme intermediate, all oxygen--Ca^2+^ distances are longer than in the Michaelis complex and the pentavalent intermediate except for those involving the two coordinating water molecules ([Supporting Information, Figure S3](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). Interestingly, by taking a representative tetrahedral phosphoenzyme intermediate snapshot from the US simulations and including Asp121 in the QM region, we found that a proton on the water molecule was transferred spontaneously to Asp121 ([Supporting Information, Figures S3 and S4](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

DFT/MM US simulations of the hydrolysis of the tetrahedral phosphoenzyme intermediate indicate that the reaction has a barrier of only 1.3 kcal mol^--1^ and is endergonic by 6.9 kcal mol^--1^ (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The small free energy barrier is consistent with experiments showing that this step is not rate limiting.^[@ref14]^ As hydroxide attacks the phosphoacyl enzyme intermediate, the geometry around Cγ becomes tetrahedral and the Cγ--Oδ bond begins to break as the geometry around Cγ becomes planar. During the reaction, a hydrogen bond forms between the hydroxyl group of Ser271 and the remaining Oδ(Asp229). The distance between the phosphoryl oxygen and Ca^2+^ decreases, consistent with the computed increase in partial charge on the phosphoryl oxygen as the reaction proceeds.

![(A) DFT/MM US free energy profile for the nucleophilic attack of an activated water on the phosphoenzyme intermediate. The statistical error ranged from 0.01 to 0.04 kcal mol^--1^. (B) Snapshot showing the interactions that stabilize hydroxide, which is separated from Cδ of Asp229 by 3.1 Å. (C) Enzyme-bound phosphoenzyme hydrolysis product (diisopropyl phosphate). Note that Ca^2+^-coordinating residue Asn120 is omitted in panels B and C for clarity.](jp-2013-10422c_0005){#fig5}

The experimentally determined free energy barrier, obtained from *k*~cat~ with transition state theory, is 14.3 kcal mol^--1^.^[@ref15]^ Our simulations yield an overall reaction free energy of 14.2 kcal mol^--1^ and are consistent with other available experimental kinetics and mutagenesis data, suggesting that the computationally determined mechanism is reasonable. The mechanism for DFPase-catalyzed inactivation of DFP was found to proceed through the nucleophilic attack by Asp229 on the phosphorus center of DFP to form a transient pentavalent intermediate followed by P--F dissociation to yield a covalent phosphoacyl intermediate in the rate-limiting step. Attack on Cγ of Asp229 in the phosphoacyl intermediate by an activated water molecule then yields diisopropylphosphate to complete the catalytic cycle.

Hydrolysis of (*S*)-Sarin {#sec3.3}
-------------------------

The *k*~cat~*/K*~m~ value for DFPase with (*S*)-sarin was determined to be 4.2 × 10^4^ M^--1^ s^--1^,^[@ref15]^ but *k*~cat~ and *K*~m~ were not determined independently of each other. However, assuming that both (*S*)-sarin and DFP have similar binding affinities to DFPase, the free energy barrier derived from *k*~cat~ for (*S*)-sarin hydrolysis would be expected to be similar to that of DFP. Surprisingly, the computed free energy barrier for (*S*)-sarin hydrolysis by the same mechanism as DFP was significantly higher. For (*S*)-sarin, the pentavalent intermediate is completely absent and the overall free energy barrier is \>14 kcal mol^--1^ higher than for DFP, at 28.6 kcal mol^--1^ (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). As is the case for DFP, the transition state for the reaction is very late, with an Oδ(Asp229)−P distance of ∼1.75 Å and a P--F distance of ∼2.4 Å. The formation of a pentavalent species with Asp229--(*S*)-sarin requires ∼16 kcal mol^--1^ more than the analogous species in DFP. Progressing from this point in the reaction coordinate (RC ∼ 0.10 Å) to the TS requires an additional 5--6 kcal mol^--1^ for (*S*)-sarin compared to 7.6 kcal mol^--1^ for DFP. Thus, the major difference between these reactions is the energetic cost of forming a pentavalent enzyme--substrate species. The computed high free energy barrier for (*S*)-sarin hydrolysis by this pathway is clearly inconsistent with experimental kinetics data, as DFPase hydrolyzes (*S*)-sarin almost as efficiently as it does DFP (*k*~cat~*/K*~m~ = 4.2 × 10^4^ versus 5.6 × 10^4^ M^--1^ s^--1^).^[@ref15]^ Therefore, the present findings indicate that the hydrolysis mechanism for (*S*)-sarin is very likely to be different from that of DFP.

![(Left) DFT/MM US free energy profile for the A~*n*~D~*n*~ reaction of DFPase with (*S*)-sarin. The arrow from the DFP:DFPase pentavalent intermediate basin to the corresponding point in the DFPase:(*S*)-sarin free energy profile is shown to highlight the complete lack of this intermediate in the reaction with (*S*)-sarin. Statistical errors range from 0.01 kcal mol^--1^ near the Michaelis complex to 0.06 kcal mol^--1^ near the tetrahedral phosphoenzyme intermediate. (Right) Representative snapshot of the transition state from the DFT/MM US simulation of the DFPase:(*S*)-sarin reaction.](jp-2013-10422c_0006){#fig6}

In the Michaelis complex, one water molecule is hydrogen-bonded to the fluorine of sarin, and one of the amide hydrogens from the side chain of Asn120 also makes frequent hydrogen-bonding contacts with fluorine. As observed in the DFPase:DFP simulations, the phosphoryl oxygen of (*S*)-sarin remains in close contact (∼2.6 Å) with the catalytic Ca^2+^ throughout the US simulations. One major difference between the DFP and (*S*)-sarin Michaelis complexes is that with (*S*)-sarin Oδ from Asp229 is hydrogen-bonded to two water molecules. One of these water molecules is also positioned to perform an in-line nucleophilic attack on phosphorus of DFP (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). This water molecule is displaced during the formation of the pentavalent structure of DFPase:(*S*)-sarin, but the other remains stably bound in the active site. The hydrogen-bonding partners with fluorine remain the same as in the Michaelis complex. At the transition state, an additional water molecule hydrogen bonds to the departing fluoride. The water molecule interacting with Oδ of Asp229 becomes hydrogen bonded to *O*-isopropyl oxygen late in the reaction. In the final US window, the fluoride is hydrogen-bonded to four water molecules. As with the departing fluoride of DFP, the water molecules that are hydrogen-bonded to the fluoride of (*S*)-sarin are adjacent to a hydrophobic surface of the enzyme and are not in a favorable solvation environment. The hydrogen bond between Asn120 and the fluoride has been replaced by another hydrogen bond between Asn120 and the phosphoryl oxygen of the phosphoenzyme intermediate.

![Snapshot from DFT/MM simulations of DFPase/(*S*)-sarin supporting a nucleophilic attack on the phosphorus center of (*S*)-sarin hydrolysis by a water molecule upon activation by proton transfer to Asp229. Selected distances shown are shown in angstroms. Ca^2+^-coordinating residues Asn120 and Asn175 are omitted for clarity.](jp-2013-10422c_0007){#fig7}

To investigate the underlying reactivity of Asp229 as a nucleophile reacting with DFP and (*S*)-sarin, we performed gas-phase geometry optimizations and PE scans with the BP86, B3LYP, *m*PWPW91, and *m*PW1PW91 density functionals and the 6-31+G(d) basis set on isolated models of Asp229--substrate adducts, with Asp229 being represented by acetate. Stable pentavalent structures were identified for the acetate--DFP complex with all four functionals (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). However, none yielded a stable pentavalent structure for the acetate--sarin complex. Electron-donating substituents at equatorial positions are known to destabilize pentavalent phosphorus species.^[@ref62]^ DFP is better able to stabilize the negative charge from the carboxylate nucleophile with its two *O*-isopropyl substituents than (*S*)-sarin, which contains one *O*-isopropyl and one methyl group. From the DFT/MM simulations, the larger partial negative charge on the nucleophilic Asp229--Oδ in (*S*)-sarin versus DFP and the large partial negative charge on the methyl carbon in (*S*)-sarin support the above rationale ([Supporting Information, Table S1](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}).

![Gas-phase potential energy scans obtained by varying the acetate--O--P distance in (left) acetate--DFP and (right) acetate--sarin obtained with the BP86, B3LYP, *m*PWPW91, and *m*PW1PW91 functionals and the 6-31+G(d) basis set.](jp-2013-10422c_0008){#fig8}

The physicochemical factors that lead to the vastly different free energy profiles for the two substrates stem from (1) the difference in the ability of the two substrates to accommodate the additional negative charge from the incoming Asp229 nucleophile and (2) competing interactions between the electrophilic phosphorus and water molecules with Asp229. Thus, the findings from the QM/MM simulations can be traced to differences in the electrophilicity and reactivity of the phosphorus centers in DFP and (*S*)-sarin.

Given the high calculated free energy barrier for the concerted but highly asynchronous (A~*n*~D~*n*~) reaction of Asp229 with (*S*)-sarin and the complete absence of a metastable pentavalent intermediate, we considered the possibility of an alternative mechanism in which Asp229 activates an ordered water molecule, which then attacks phosphorus (either in a stepwise or concerted reaction). In the first five windows of the US simulations of DFPase:(*S*)-sarin, a water molecule from the MM region is hydrogen-bonded to both Asp229 and Ser271 and is positioned between these residues and (*S*)-sarin (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The catalytic Ca^2+^ is not expected to affect the nucleophilicity of this water molecule because it is ∼5 Å away in the simulations. Inclusion of this water molecule in the QM region would be expected to polarize it further through its hydrogen-bonding interactions with Asp229. Thus, it is possible that Asp229 could activate the water molecule for nucleophilic attack on the substrate rather than performing the nucleophilic attack directly. Simulating this process would require exploration of 2D free energy surfaces, the computational cost of which is prohibitive with the DFT/MM methods used here. Whereas only multiple-turnover kinetics assays with DFP substrate in H~2~^18^O yielded an ^18^O-labeled hydrolysis product,^[@ref14]^ our simulations predict that both single- and multiple-turnover assays with (*S*)-sarin should incorporate the ^18^O label into the hydrolysis product, isopropyl methylphosphonate.

Implications for Engineering DFPase for Hydrolysis of Nerve Agents {#sec3.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

A bioinformatics study^[@ref22]^ of six-bladed β-propeller enzymes that carry out nucleophilic attack placed DFPases within a subgroup consisting of SMP-30/gluconolactonase/luciferin-regenerating (SGL) enzymes, whereas the paraoxonases were placed in an arylesterase subgroup. SMP-30 is involved in [l]{.smallcaps}-ascorbic acid biosynthesis in nonprimate mammals but has also been investigated for its OP hydrolytic capabilities.^[@ref63]^ SMP-30 shares some active site residues with DFPase but has very poor activity against G-type nerve agents due, in part, to its poor substrate binding characteristics.^[@ref25]^ The promiscuity of enzymes bearing the six-bladed β-propeller fold is immense,^[@ref22]^ thus seemingly providing an excellent platform to design enzymes with alternate functions. Indeed, DFPase has even served as a scaffold to design a Diels--Alderase.^[@ref64]^

On the basis of in vivo protection experiments, catalytic efficiencies (*k*~cat~*/K*~m~) ≥ 10^7^ M^--1^ min^--1^ are required for effective prophylaxis against 2 × LD~50~ of G-type agents using minimal enzyme doses (≤50 mg/70 kg).^[@ref13]^ Through a combination of rational design and directed evolution, PON1 variants have been developed with rates of hydrolysis of G-type nerve agents that are enhanced by at least 340-fold relative to wild type. The catalytic efficiencies (*k*~cat~*/K*~m~) of the best PON1 variants with GB, GD, and GF substrates are 5 × 10^3^, 1.2 × 10^4^, and 2.9 × 10^5^ M^--1^ s^--1^, respectively. A similar approach combining rational design and directed evolution was used to engineer PTE variants that hydrolyze the (*S*)-enantiomers of GB, GD, and GF with *k*~cat~*/K*~m~ values of 2 × 10^6^, 5 × 10^5^, and 8 × 10^5^ M^--1^ s^--1^, respectively. Wild-type DFPase exhibits a catalytic efficiency for (*S*)-GB (*k*~cat~*/K*~m~ = 4.2 × 10^4^ M^--1^ s^--1^) that is almost 1 order of magnitude higher than the current best PON1 variant. For (*S*)-GF (*k*~cat~*/K*~m~ = 1.7 × 10^4^ M^--1^ s^--1^), DFPase has 17-fold lower activity than the best PON1 variant.^[@ref15]^ A rationally designed quadruple mutant (Glu37Ala/Tyr144Ala/Arg146Ala/Thr195Met) of DFPase displayed reversed enantioselectivity to favor the more toxic (*S*)-enantiomers of GB and GF, simultaneously increasing the catalytic efficiencies to 2.3 × 10^5^ and 4.9 × 10^5^ M^--1^ s^--1^, respectively.^[@ref15]^ Exchanging three bulky residues with alanines resulted in a more accessible active site, and introducing a negative design element (Thr195Met) hindered the binding of the less-toxic (*R*)-enantiomers of GB and GF.

The QM/MM simulations performed in this work have implications for engineering DFPase nerve agent bioscavengers and possibly other six-bladed β-propeller enzymes such as PON1^[@ref12]^ and SMP-30.^[@ref25]^ The simulations suggest ways to optimize enzymes for more efficient catalysis. To lower the barrier for fluoride elimination, the local environment should be sufficiently hydrophilic to allow for fluoride solvation. In DFPase, hydrophobic residues such as Met90, Met148, and Phe173 ([Supporting Information, Figure S2](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) create an unfavorable solvation environment for the fluoride anion and may hinder the expulsion of the leaving group. Therefore, proper placement of positively charged side chains (Arg and Lys) or hydrogen-bond donors that could interact favorably with the developing negative charge on fluorine or facilitate improved solvation is a strategy worth exploring. Our simulations also show that Tyr144 is near the path of the departing fluoride anion in the rate-limiting elimination step. Tyr144 was mutated to Ala in the quadruple mutant of DFPase,^[@ref15]^ which presumably allows greater solvation of fluoride and lowers the free energy barrier for the rate-determining step.

Furthermore, the present simulations also provide an interpretation of the effect of the mutations reported by Goldsmith et al. in their rational and directed evolution design efforts to develop a broad-spectrum G-type nerve agent detoxifying enzyme.^[@ref12]^ In rePON1 variant IIG1, active site residues Thr332 and His115 were mutated to Ser and Ala, respectively, thereby creating an active site that was almost identical to that of DFPase. The second-sphere His134Arg mutation was thought to compensate for the His115Ala mutation. However, because His134 is oriented toward the active site in PON1 structures, mutating it to Arg while also changing His115 to Ala might expose the positively charged Arg side chain to the active site and place it in a position to assist in the departure of the fluoride leaving group. Recall that this reaction has a very late transition state (i.e., the developing fluoride is several angstroms from the substrate phosphorus). Thus, the favorable interactions between an exposed Arg134 and the leaving group may partially explain the large increase in catalytic efficiency seen in the PG11 variant for soman (GD) hydrolysis. Further improvement in catalytic efficiency was found upon adding the Asp136Gln mutation.^[@ref12]^ Asp136, like His134, is oriented toward the active site and would not interact favorably with a departing fluoride anion. Thus, its replacement could assist in lowering the barrier for the elimination reaction, although a similar mutation in DFPase would not be possible because the aspartate is located in a nonhomologous loop region.

Mechanistic interpretations for DFPase do not necessarily transfer to PON1 because their active sites differ slightly, most notably with respect to His115(PON1)/Ala74(DFPase), which enables other mechanistic possibilities to be entertained. For example, instead of a direct nucleophilic attack by Asp on the substrate, it has been proposed that a His134--His115 dyad in PON1 activates a water molecule for attack.^[@ref24]^ Extensive site-directed mutagenesis studies support this mechanism for the PON1-catalyzed hydrolysis of lactones, but these residues do not appear to play roles in OP hydrolase activity.^[@ref65]^ On the basis of MD simulations, Asp269 in PON1 has also been proposed to activate a water molecule for attack on OP substrates.^[@ref66],[@ref67]^

Perhaps the most significant implication of the present findings is that replacing an electron-acceptor group (*O*-isopropyl) in the DFP substrate with an electron donor (methyl) in (*S*)-sarin is sufficient to alter the hydrolysis reaction mechanism. This result, determined with quantitatively accurate DFT/MM simulations, was unexpected given that the catalytic efficiencies for both substrates are similar. The methyl group in sarin precludes the formation of a pentavalent phosphoenzyme intermediate, as we have shown with simple gas-phase calculations on acetate--sarin and acetate--DFP complexes. Of course, the enzyme environment can also be a significant factor in stabilizing a pentavalent phosphorus structure,^[@ref68]^ but the calculations indicate that the enzyme environment actually contributes further to the destabilization with (*S*)-sarin. The less bulky methyl group allows water molecules to be in closer proximity to Asp229, and the interactions of water with Asp229 are likely to be more favorable than those with phosphorus. Other nerve agents such as soman and VX also have a single methyl group bonded to phosphorus. These nerve agents may also undergo hydrolysis by DFPase and related enzymes through an alternate mechanism, although other factors will undoubtedly play a role.

The reactivity of carboxylate nucleophiles toward a given OP substrate should be considered in bioscavenger design efforts. However, it remains to be seen whether nucleophilic attack by Asp229 or water/hydroxide is preferable. Nevertheless, insight gained from mechanistic simulation studies can serve as a guide for rational design and as a starting point for further optimization and refinement through directed evolution.

Details on the construction of the initial simulation models, active site structures of representative DFPase:DFP intermediates, potential energy profiles for proton transfer between Asp121 and an active site water molecule, and Löwdin charges of pentavalent species. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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